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Welcome to 'Arts and Africa'. This is Alex Tetteh-½8-rtey and today 
we talk to a well known American writer. 

MUSIC PEREFERE 

ALEX TE'f TEH-LARTEY 

John Updike is one of the foremost names among conterr.porary American 
novelist and literary critics - he's also written many short 
stories. Among his most acclaimed books are novels like "Couples", 
"Rabbit Run" and "The Centaur" which analyse life, love and 
marriage in f..merica today. But he's also no stranger to African 
literature which he both admires and enjoys . As a critic he's 
reviewed the works ·of Chinun Achebe, Wole Soyinka, Ayikwei .P.rmah, 
and Ngugi \-Ia 'Thiorigo in American magazines like The New Yorker. 
His latest book 11The Coup" is his first -attempt at writing a novel 
based on an /1.fricnD theme and as it happens a highly topical one. 
The setting is an imaginary country, Kush, somewhere in the Sahelian 
zone of Franco-phone West ~frica. There's a powerful description 
of the deadly heat and drought of the Sahel. 

E.XTRJ'.CT FROM 11 THE COUP 11 

:_LEX TB':!:'TEH-U~RTEY 

The story· of the novel is of a young American educated ex-French 
army African called Colone l Ellellou and various other names by 
differ ent people from time to time, who is involved in a coup d'etat 
which ousts the old blind king of Kush, vaguely called Wajiji. Kush 
is an imaginary country s ettled in the savapnan somewhere around 
Chad, Mali .a~d Senegal; the original Kushites having been driven 
down there by Ghristians in the fourth century. The events of the 
story, however ., appear to centre on modern Ethiopia, and Ellellou, 
who once was the King 's protogee, personally executes him in public 
by the sword in order to expiate the sins of Kush and to destroy 
the peoples loyalty to the monar chy. Ellellou is a dreamer, his 
thoughts a mixture of Marxist ideology and teachings from the Koran, 
which he lavishly quotes to instruct the citizens of Kush how to 
behave in the Republic. He attemps to relieve his mental torment 
by trying t o mix Marxism and the Koran through sexual stimulation 
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with one or other of his four or five wives, one of them a white 
American. To cut a long and improbably story short, his aim to oust 
the degenerate nmGrican imperialism from Kush fails. From one long 
journey in disguise to the North Eastern Frontier, where he takes 
his fifth wife, he returns to find that the Americans have established 
a flourishing oil refinery in the Ippi Rift area of Kush. His 
efforts to harangue the workers to sabotage this work of "Raoul the 
Desert Devil" ends in failure. The Russians on whom he had thought 
he could rely are plotting against him by a most bizarre meanp. 
The head of the King had been snatched immediately after the · 
executj · · ' by a band of Tuaregs · on horseback who, before disappearing 
with i .. however, had been recognised by Ellellou as Russian agents 
in disg_,.i.se. This head had now by complicated technology been 
wired up with electronic devices and had been set up on a stage where 
at set intervals it made anti-F.llellou speeches urging the overthrow 
of the dictator. I found "The Coup" a strange book. There's an 
~tmosphere of unreality about, not only the events but also tne 
characters. The King's public executiOn taxes belief ana · r•ve yet 
to learn about an African military dictator who is as erudite aa, 
Ellellou in Marxist ideology. I'm no prude but I was a little 
unsettled by the explicit references to and descriptions of the male 
and female genitals and the sex act its elf, sometimes perver~e.. The 
language in this regard is qm.ite earthy at times. Some sentences 
run to at least half a page without punctuation and are intersperced 
with l\.rabic as well as French quotations which I cannot understand. 
Much of the language is pure richness though, _sheer poetry, but it 
sometimes carries such complex thoughts that it slows down the 
reading of the story itself, so that the 298 pages not, too long as 
novels go, feGl much longer. The style too, can be quite distracting, 
switching from the first person to the third. Nevertheless there is 
strength in the novel. The author is at hi& best when describing 
the American scene where Ellellou was educated. His friends and the 
atmosphere of the nmerican cosmetic and soft drink industry. The 
most touching scene of all as far as I'm concerned is that between 
Ellellou and his first wife and cousin, Kadongolini, when he visits 
her at a villa in Les Jardins. They go over their past life in a 
most moving manner. John Updike really captures the indefinable 
African spirit here. . 
Well when John Updike was in London recently to launch his new novel 
I . spoke to him for r, i'.rts and Africa 11 • We 11, John I 've just read 
this novel, "The Coup 11 , would I be right to suggest that it's a 
complete fantasy? 

JOHN UPDIKE 

Oh yes . .Well I think it was meant to be a fantasy and, however, 
there is some true things in it. I did do a lot of r$ading and 
background, but, of· course, it is in a sense about America as all 
my books are. America disguised perhaps as an African country and 
~mericu us seen from the standpoint of a visiting African. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

UPDIKE: 

Have you actually visited nfrica? 

Several times.I've been to North- Africa, but I never got to sub
Saharan /.frica until 1973 when I was invited "to be a lecturer in 
honour 0f the Fulbright Scholarships,· and I electe_d to go ·. to ·English 
Speaking f.frica and travelled from Ghana and Nigeria oh th~ West 
coas·t, to +anzania, Kenya and Ethiopia. This was a d:i..:fferent ·. 
Ethiop-· _ \han the one which exists now; perhaps Ethiopia is the 
country hat I had most in mind as I was writing this book. 

nLEX TETTEH-Ll~RTEY 

Are you suggesting that you made the chief character 9 Ellellou, the 
excuse in order to express the Americans view point of Africa? 

JOHN UPDIKE: 

No, I was really trying to write about leadership and what. it's like 
to be a leader of a country which ia perhaps only a country on the 
map. I think it is perhaps true of many African countri~s ~qat the 
bou..ridaries were not drawn cm natural lines, that the kinds c,f 
landsc~pe, land, are greatly varied and these countries tqat you've 
inherited from French or English ~ap-makers now, you're &ttempting 
to make into real nations. So to that extent, thinking of our own 
Presidents and their difficulties in creating a nation, I was 
writing about the general problem of leadership and of nation making; 
creating a nation • 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

\'!ell _you've got concrete examples of African dic.tators, both 
civilian and military. Why didn't you select one of them to 
base your idea of such a leader on? 

JOHN UPDI1C~: : 

Well, I was trying to ·tGll it from his point of v:i.ew and .were I to 
tnke a real leader then I would become a writer .of an~the~ biography 
and there are many men who could do that better than I. I was 
trying to make an artistic work of some sort and a somewhat complex 
statement about the world as it exists now, and about American 
influence as it creeps in or seems to creep in and about religious 
questions, _leadership and so on. So I don't know, I hope the 
fantasy does not offend you, I was just try-ing to make a statement. 
I know I'm an American and not an African e;xpert, but I have . taken 
an ·interest j_n things 11..fricar:, I think its an interesting 
continent f or 3.ll the i,.11orld now~ I think its still a continent of 
possibilities. · 
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!,LEX TET'I'EH-UaRTEY 

Well I don't think there's any offence at all in reading this, what 
wor~icd me was the sense of unreality which I had about the whole 
thing. Read as a fantasy that's all right, but I was trying to 
convince myself tha t this was a real novel character, somebody 
human, somebody you could point a hand ~t and cay: Well, he 
rcpreser:·!:;s something concrete in Africa, you see, but now that you 
say that- ·its not r eal in that sense, I think .we can just talk. 
about the style of the novel. I was hampered·. in ' the reading by what 
I thoug1 + was n prepondernnce of words over the story as such, 
it mad·· ,, ery difficult reading, you see some of the sentences I 
found e ... vrmously long. I picked out one, which· was almost a full 
page with hardly any punctuation at all. What were you thinking 
of. when you wrote that sentence? · 

JOHN UPDIKE: 

l!ell you try to end a sentence when the thought is completed and some 
of the thoughts perhaps we:.."'e so long that the sentences became 
long. I also felt somehow that _this imaginary man of mine would 
think or write in long sentences. I was ~ware, too, of a certain 
strangemess of the style but I did 'not r esist it, I thought it 
was something that was wanting to happen, these long sentences. 
I -read .the Koran o. certain amount and something of that rhythm 
perhaps got.· into my mind. I don't know. I wanted the book to be, 
among other things, to be beautiful, and some of ·i:;he beauty pressed 
to come out in the form of these long ·sentences. · I'm sorry you had 
trouble. Some sentences are very short. 

_1\IEX TET'l'EH-LARTEY 

So you would like us to consider it as poetry rather than real life 
story, shall I put it that way? Well I found parts of it immensely 
roetic and I wondered if I was reading poetry rather than prose? 

JOHr! UPDIKE: 

I _ th◊-ught since it was on a diff8reut level of reality that it 
should try to generate a ~ind of ultra-reality, so I wrote it 
pretty carefully and lovingly. Obviously it was an adventure for 
me, a venture .out into space. to do it, so I pE;l'rhaps .wrote with 
more care than usual~ I -am glad that you fou..~d some of it poetic. 

ALEX TETTEE-Ll.RTEY 

WelJ. it may_ appear that -I 'm saying that· the whole thing is unreal 
to an African-, but. there was one sec·tion which I found particularly 
touching, _where Ellellou ,went back to meet his wife with a rather 
difficult name, Kadongolini, .and in fact I wish I could r ead the 
passage . 
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EXTR.1'.CT FROM_ "THE COUP", 

b1~X 1ETTEH-LARTEY 

Now I was going to ask you if you were going to follow this up; 
this is your first attempt at placing your novel in Africa, whether 
you would pursue the idea and probably write on a different theme? 
I hope you have not been disappointed by the reaction to this book? 

JOHN UPDIKE 

No, the reaction has been quite kindly and good and I expected worse 
because it is a venture and a s you say its not as real as a book 
by an African or even a student of ~frica would be, but no, I've 
been encouraged but I won't write this kind of book soon again. 
I think my real subject is the United States and I'll return to it 
in my next book •. 

AlEX TETTEH-L!\RTEY 

John Updike thank you very much indeed. ,John Updike talking about 
11 The Coup", his latest novel set in Franco-phone West Africa. 
And that's all from '~rts and Africa' for this week. Don't forget 
to join us again at the same time next wGek. Until then this is 
Alex Tetteh-L::lrtey saying goodbye. 
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